INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TR-606 SERIES TRUE OFF DELAY
PLUG-IN TIME DELAY RELAY
901-0000-324
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DANGER!
Potentially hazardous voltages are present. Electrical shock can cause death or serious injury.
Installation should be done by qualified personnel following all National, State & Local Codes.
BE SURE TO REMOVE ALL POWER SUPPLYING THIS EQUIPMENT BEFORE CONNECTING OR DISCONNECTING WIRING.
READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING OR OPERATING THIS DEVICE. KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
Installation: Mount the appropriate 8 pin octal socket in a suitable enclosure. Wire
the socket per the wiring diagram on the side of the time delay relay or shown at right.
Make sure to match the terminal numbers on the socket to the ones shown on
the wiring diagram (the wiring diagram on the relay is the view looking towards
the bottom of the relay vs. the top of the socket). Use #12-20 solid or stranded
copper or copper-clad aluminum wires with Macromatic sockets and a terminal
tightening torque of 12 in-lbs. Plug the time delay relay into the socket, making
sure the key on the center post is in the proper orientation before insertion. If the
relay must be removed from the socket, do NOT rock the relay back and forth
excessively—the center post could be damaged.

DIAGRAM 1

Setting Time Range and Time Delay: To set the desired time delay, first select one
of the 8 time ranges from the Timing Range Chart located on the top of the product or
shown at right. Position the rotary switch to the letter that corresponds to the desired
time range. Then adjust the time delay within the selected time range by rotating the
large knob of the potentiometer located on the top of the unit. NOTE: The tick marks are
for reference only.
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Operation: Upon application of input voltage, the output is energized. When the
input voltage is removed, the time delay (t) begins. At the end of the time delay (t), the
output is de-energized. Input voltage must be applied for a minimum of 0.1 seconds to
assure proper operation. Any application of the input voltage during the time delay (t)
will reset the time delay. No external trigger is required.

IMPORTANT: These relays are shipped from the factory in the OFF state. A shock to the relay during shipping or installation may cause it to change to
the ON state. It is recommended that input voltage be applied to the product for at least 0.1 second and removed to cycle the unit to the OFF state prior
to use in the application. Please note that it will take as long as the OFF Delay setting to reset the unit once input voltage has been removed.

Troubleshooting: If the unit fails to operate properly, check that all connections are correct per the appropriate wiring diagram on the product. Refer
to the description of the function operation above. If problems continue, contact Macromatic at 800-238-7474 or e-mail tech-support@macromatic.com for
assistance.

Warranty: All catalog-listed TR-606 Series Time Delay Relays manufactured by Macromatic are warranted to be free from defects in workmanship or
material under normal service and use for a period of five (5) years from date of manufacture.
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